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Modern Vidya Niketan Society established in 1983 started its first group of schools,
MVN, Sector 17 under the dynamic leadership of Late Shri Gopal Sharma, a great
visionary and noted educationist. Sh. Gopal Sharma rose to dizzying heights from a
very humble background as a true son of the soil and launched a drive for the
unexplored vistas of “Quality Education for All”. It was by virtue of his magnetic
charisma and iron will power that he actualised his vision of a Senior Secondary School
at Sec. 17, an imposing educational institution on a 2.25 acres of land, thus ushering in
an era of quality education.
Consequently, in the year 2000, M.V.N. Aravali Hills was born, sprawling in a lush
green valley of the Aravali Hills occupying an area of 8 acres. It was a mammoth task
to erect such an architectural marvel, to boldly venture such a phenomenal creation
which remains a magnificent sight to behold.
The unprecedented results were the next boon for the parent circle of Faridabad when
session 2002-03 saw 24 students striding into various prestigious IIT’s of the nation
followed by 27 IITians in 2003-04, 20 IITians in 2004-05, 21 in 2005-06 and excel their
own record by inducting 41 students in the same premier institution of India in the last
session of 2006-07 and again in 2007-08, 41 MVNites entered the IITs. This year i.e.
2008-09 140 MVNites made it to the IIT-JEE India’s highest tally by any institution so
far. Nitin Jain has done his Alma Mater proud by topping this year’s All India Merit
list of IIT-JEE & AIEEE as well, an achievement for which he will be always
remembered in the annals of our outstanding record. This affirms our position as a
leading institution imparting unparalleled quality education and grooming the young &
budding minds to achieve higher levels of success in their life.” Today under the
leadership of Mr. Varun Sharma & Mrs Kanta Sharm a, MVN is recognized for its
visionary goals, enviable expertise and innate acumen. MVN offers effective and
holistic solutions in the field of education.
To immortalize the yearning passion and dream of Sir Gopal Sharma who always
wanted to hitch the educational wagon to the stars by establishing an Engineering
College, MVN society ventured into higher education by starting two technical
institutes namely, Gopal Sharma Modern Vidya Niektan Institute of Engineering &
Technology and Les Filles MVN Institute of Engineering & Technology on NH-2, at
Palwal, Haryana in 2008. The year 2009 saw the establishment of MVN Business
School. In 2012, MVN University was launched.
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